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#1 Multi-Genre Best Seller Breanna Hayse brings you the rerelease of the Best Selling Modern

Western- SERENDIPITY RANCH!Local architect Serendipity Nicole Mitchell has the gumption to go

head to head with Wyoming rancher, livestock vet and millionaire, Preston Riley, who has hired her

to construct his new homeâ€¦ based on a design provided by his ten year old niece. Serena has her

opinionsâ€”about the design, the livestock, and her new employer.Needless to say, she does not

hesitate to make her opinions known. Prestonâ€™s an old hand in dealing with unruly creatures, so

it does not take long for him to follow one of his infamous â€˜hunchesâ€™ and corral the stubborn

little filly. Preston is determined to teach Serena that he means businessâ€”especially when both

business and pleasure are concerned.Not only does the old-fashioned cowboy introduce the

stubborn (and VERY sassy) young woman to the simple ways of age-play and the consequences

that includes a firm bare-bottom spanking, but he also teaches her the power of self-confidence,

honesty, humor, and love.
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"""Oh breanna- you are the best! I don't know how you do it. I went from laughing my butt off to

holding it imagining the tingling of the stapping poor Serena was getting. But, once again you pin

pointed the need in women everywhere- let me quote Preston, ""... because somewhere deep inside

there is a little girl who just wants to be loved and protected... who wants a daddy to hold her and

care for her... to kiss away her hurts and teach her right from wrong... I'll definitely come back and

reread this when I need my daddy fix..."""

I love this author because not only does she incorperate ageplay into the story but you see how

their romance starts from the rocky beginning to the ultimate trust she puts in him. Serendipity

definitly likes to push her limits and push Prestons buttons with some great results for the reader!

Some really good spanking scenes.

I agree with my fellow age-players- D&Sers.... Breanna rocks when it comes to this genre. She lives

the lifestyle and knows every nuance in how to incorporate her feminine side into a strong,

masculine world. In this book- the poor girl is so caught up in keeping the world out and not allowing

herself to feel the beauty of vulnerability because of fear. She meets Preston- after a rather uncouth

encounter of a mountain road. He is wise enough to see beyond her wall and discover her inner

need.... to be loved, cherished, directed and disciplined. For the first time, she does not feel judged

by the world and let's her guard down- little by little. And the sex scenes... wow... Miss Breanna, you

outdid yourself this time! It truly made me laugh and long for a Preston to direct me!

Serena is a brat and from the moment she crosses Preston's path they seem to be on a collision

course. I really like how Preston was patient and caring without being patronizing. He really cared

about giving people a chance and a true respect for women and their talent. This story finds a great

balance between adult love and feeding the needy inner child. Preston shows that you can be in

charge without being overbearing and rewards effort without expecting perfection. Very sweet

romance.

There's definitely spankings, there's age play aspects to the story and I loved Serena and could

totally relate to her so naturally I LOVED IT! I think Serena is and will always be my all time favorite

character. I was able to relate to her mainly because of her bratting, smart mouth but also her

struggle to let go. Her insults and come backs were hilarious! Serena also found it difficult to let go,

let him call the shots and get spanked in the process. It took her awhile to adjust to but she comes



around. It was easier for me to relate with her than a super willing natural submissive so I

appreciated the character a little more, because of the fact that you can see her struggle, her

thought processes and how she deals with Preston's expectations. Preston was the perfect hero.

Calm, firm, loving, all of my go-to wants in a hero were covered and more. He was great with his

niece, the dogs and patient with Serena. He was able to rein in Serena without stifling her. I think he

was the perfect balance for not only Serena but for the story as well. I loved the premise and the

setting of the book too. I highly recommend this book.

This novel could have received five stars from me, but I am one of those people who get

distracted-and outraged-by poor or lackluster editing. The story was rife with spelling errors and

run-on sentences, which kept me from truly enjoying Ms Hayse' efforts. Otherwise, she is a superb

writer.
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